
Get it all, local, 

long distance, 

Internet access 

or VPN services 

in one package.

Flex Trunk/PRI

800-399-4925

You act like a “big” guy. You bought the same PBX equipment. Your 

communications network is a well-oiled machine. Now, take advantage of 

your equipment with services made for the company that is just your size.  

Get it all — local, long distance, Internet access or Private IP/VPN 

services — in one digital connection. Giving you the services you need, in 

the size and price that is right for you. 

What is a Flex Trunk or Flex PRI Bundle?

A Flex Trunk or PRI Bundle delivers both voice and data over a high 

capacity T-1, customizing the voice/data allocation to meet the needs of 

your business.

High capacity, end-to-end digital voice connections in the flavor — 

fractional SuperTrunk or PRI — that meets the needs of your business.  

Data services over our fully-meshed IP network with Service Level 

Agreements offering up to 99.999% uptime. Available as a Private IP 

VPN solution for multiple locations or remote access users. 

Aggressive calling plans suitable for your traffic patterns.

Six voice and data features to enhance your internal and external 

communications and efficiency of your business. 
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Our fractional SuperTrunk offers the power and performance of high-speed digital  
networking to meet today’s business needs. This high capacity, end-to-end digital connection  
allows for 10 or more simultaneous calls and a total of 24 channels for voice and data access.

Our fractional Voice Only PRI offers you a T1 circuit that allows for 10 or more simultaneous calls  
with a total of 23 channels for voice and data services. The 24th channel allows for faster connects 
and disconnects on calls, which saves time and money.

Minute Bundles offer a great per-minute rate while providing a level of predictability to your monthly 
invoice. Choose blocks of minutes for one flat rate.

Choose from five long-distance commitment-based usage options offering long distance rates as low as 
1.9¢ per minute.

Your Internet connection is only a click away with TelePacific’s Dedicated Internet Access (DIA). You 
can trust that your connection will be there when you need it. 

Dedicated VPN provides your company with a private and secure network constructed within TelePacific’s 
private IP infrastructure. It’s a reliable, cost-effective alternative to traditional Private Line and Frame Relay 
networks. Simply use our network to connect multiple locations or connect with remote access users.
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Choose Your Data Services

Choose Your Usage Plans
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Choose Your Voice Services

tel: 800-399-4925  
email: sales@telepacific.net 
url:  telepacific.com

 Included in Your Package

TelePacific  Scheduling and managing conference calls is now easier than ever. Ask us how to use our  
Connect free Conference Call bridge. Participants can join in for the price of making normal calls. 

Direct Inward The Flex Bundles provide up to 20 Direct Inward Dial (DID) numbers. Give each employee 
Dial Numbers their own number so that customers, prospects and employees can dial each other directly.  
 Eliminate the need for all inbound calls to go through a receptionist. Need more? They are 
 available a la carte.

Caller ID and  Caller ID and Called ID Name provides visibility to inbound caller information necessary for  
Caller ID Name call screening and screen pop-up applications. Available with the Flex PRI Bundle. 

IP Addresses The Flex Bundles provide 8 IP addresses. Of course, TelePacific offers up to 256 IP  
 addresses based on utilization at no additional charge. 

Email Hosting The Flex Bundles provide email hosting from 32 to 64 email boxes depending on your 
  bandwidth allocation. Need more? They are available a la carte. 

Domain Name The Flex Bundles provide domain name transfer, hosting and registration for one 
 domain name at no additional charge. 


